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INTRODUCTION.
Tl» beginning of the year 1937 will mark the/^°
centenary of Horace Mann and hie educational work In/ the
United states. One hundred years ago, 1837, Horace
!!ann was elected Secretary of the Board of Education
In Massachusetts. From that date, until hla death In
1359 1 his life was devoted to the Interests of free
public education, (Literally speaking, it wasV&mn,
through (his) steadfast educational endeavors^ who) paved
the way for the public education which we enjoy to-day.
In ithe) one hundred years which have intervened since
Mann* a election to the Secretaryship, there have been
tremendous changes and advances in education. From the
single roora, poorly-ventilated sohoolhouse, we have the
modem equipped schools J from the untrained and unskilled
teacher, we have the well-trained and efficient teacher;
from the simple course of study, we have the complex
course of study; and from the few, disinterested, part-
time students, we have the attentive and full-time
students, (Thus we could continue to enumerate the ad-
vances which have been made during the past century,^)
Interest in this centenary prompts educational leaders
in this country to encourarre studies relating to Horaoe
Mann and his work.
(This thesis is a study of those conditions,
2
both social and economic, which existed in JJaasachusetts
prior to 1637, which influenced Horace ?!ann in his
educational activities. This is an attempt to present
the facts relating to the following factors and to
interpret Horace Mann's work in Education in their light
t
1. The causes and effects of the Panic of 1#37#
2, The raeans of making a living,
|« The prevalent nodes of transportation.
4« The social problems.
5* The existing educational praoticea,
6* The Influence that those factors had upon
Horace Hann and hie work. \
( Horace i'ann and nts Achievemsnts in Waseaahusetts.")
(To have aooortnlished so muoh for Education at
Horace Mann fdid while serving) ~n secretary for the
Massachusetts Board of Education, during the twelve years
from lS3?-lS^Ueeraa hardly possible, And yet his)
^-achievements, although numerous, are) definite^^andTln
some instances, lasting to tbe'preaent tlae. To present
Htom»s work and then show the conditions tinder which he
worked will be most enlightening for this study.)
Upon entering the seorotaryshlp in 1#37, Horace
Mann realized that his first duty was to wwaken the
people of Mas achusetts to the existing educational
practices. His main hope was that the public might become
vitally interested in Sducatlon. In order to attain
his purpose, Mann announced that In each county in the
strte, there should be held a convention (which he attended)
At these conventions he (was able to) Jet statistics as to
the number of schools, the number of students attending,
the number of teachern, the cost of the supplies, and the
oondltlon of the school-houses^ By making direct contacts
with the school board members and the school teachers, Mann
(had) succeeded In arousing lnterent In Education throughout
the state. |^
(The^next accorrdlehraent was his report on school
returns which he submitted to the Board of Education
in 1837* (.This) report gave In detail the deficiencies
In the educational system at that time. Torn that year
on, Mann made annual reports on education, which -were
most effective in reaching and influencing the public,
not only In Massachusetts but in the other states of
the Union,
( In February 1838, Mann undertook to inaugurate
a series of meetings for the teachers of Boston, where
lectures were delivered end discussions were held on
educational subjects*)
In March 31, 1838, Mann sent to the state legis-
lature a communication in which he stated that private
isunificence had placed at his disposal <;i0,000. The
conditions of this gift were, that the legislature should
vote an equal sum, both amounts to be used in qualifying
teacher© for the common school. The legislature^ after
much consideration,) approved the proposal and voted (to
donate)the other 110,000. The result was (that) the first
State Korraal School (was")opened in 1839 at Lexington,
Massachusetts. Shortly afterwards, another Normal School
was opened in Barre, Massachusetts. with the establish-
ing of these two schools In which girls could be trained
to be effioient teachers, H&nn had realized another of
his objectives.
5
The publication, In November l$J& t of that
periodical, "The Ooanon Bchool Journal" was an added
achievement for mrm( who by his editorials and articles
informed the public, not only in Masnaohusetts but through-
out the country, of the existing education problems)
Included in this educational Journal were the state laws
and the reports of the Board of Sduoatlon. To-day, the
educational leaders consider the many publications of
»Tfae Common School Journal" as very valuable material
relative to the history of education in Massachusetts.
The state legislature in 1,137 authorised the
school districts to tax themselves for the purchase of
apparatus and common school libraries, the amount of the
tax not to exceed $30 for the first year and #10 the
- succeeding years. Open entering the secretaryship, Mann
found, upon Investigation, that not all the distrlots had
(complied with^the law. He, therefore, urged the state
legislature to give state aid to these district libraries.
( Finally,)^n lg*te, the legislature offered to every school
district extension of a distriot library, provided it would
raise, by | direct tax, an equal amount. (Again he was
triumphant In his cause for education.)
(Thus,) with the establishment of state Normal
Schools, state-aided distriot libraries, and county con*
ventions,and with the publication of the twelve Annual
Reports of the Massachusetts Board of Sduoatlon and the
periodical, *?he Common School Journal% Horace J3ann(had)
aohieved great advances for (the) public education of hie
time (and even of our own tine,)
/ . VM
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CJenoral 'Purvey of the United States: Economic Conditions.
The accomplishments whioh Horace Nairn m-.de In
Rduoation having been briefly set forth, It is now the
purpose of this study to show thorse conditions, both
social and economic, whioh existed in 1837. it is hoped
that from a study of these conditions, their influence
upon Horace Hann and hlo works, either favorably or un-
favorably, can be detected.
Before attempting a comprehensive study of Massa-
chusetts, it will be of value to make a general survey of
the United states relative to the social and economic
conditions in 1S37. Those conditions whioh existed through-
out the whole country certainly had their effect upon
Massachusetts, the state in whioh Horace flann started his
educational work. A study of the economic conditions in
the United ntates in 1837 will serve as a background for
those same conditions in the state of Massachusetts.
The year 1&37 is most frequently associated with
that of the financial panic. By dlsoueoing, rather briefly,
the paramount causes and results of the panic, the reader
will be enabled to decide whether or not it was a good
time for educational reform as carried on by Horace Mann.
Shortly after the War of IBIS, there was a rapid
settlement of the Mississippi Valley. This westward
rainrr-.tion has been very adequately described in Pack's
B.
"Hew fhilde to the tfest", 1 ln the following passageat
•Generally, in all the western settlements, throe
classes like the waves of the ocean, have rolled one after
the other. First comes the Pioneer, who depends for the
subsistence of his family chiefly upon the natural growth
of vegetation and the proceeds of hunting. Hi a implements
of agriculture are rude, ohelfly his own wake; and his
efforts directed mainly to a crop of com and a truck-
patoh. A log cabin* and occasionally a stable and
corn-crib, and a field of a dozen acres, the timber girdled
or "deadened* and fenced* are enough for his occupancy....
The preemption law enables him to dispose of his cabin and
cornfield to the next claes of emigrants; and to emnloy
his own figures he*. ..... 'clears out for the *Hew Purchase
'
...... to work the same process ovar."
"The next class of eralgranta purchase the lands,
add field to field, clear out the roads, throw rough bridges
over the streams, put up hewn log houses with glass windows
and brick or stove chimneys, occasionally plant orchards,
build mills, school-houseb, courthouses, etc., and exhibit
the picture and forms of plain, frugal living**
"Another wave rolls on. The men of capital and
enterprise come. The settler is ready to sell out and take
advantage of the rise In property, push further into the
exterior, and became himself a man of capital and enter-
prise in turn. The small villas* rises to a spaolous
9.
town or city; substantial edifices of brink, extensive
fields, orchards, gardens, colleges and churches are seen.
*
The three classes of emigrants noted above represent
very clearly the three stages of development in the went,-
one of the primary causes for the Panic of 1&37.
The first group were the actual pioneers who had to
combat many obstacles} the second group were those who aided
in constructing roads, canals, and later railroads; and the
third group were those who had enough capital to maintain
themselves as permanent residents of the west. Two important
factors resulted in the opening of the West. The North-
western states,- Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, l?lohlgant
cousin, and Iowa, showed a remarkable increase in population. 2
IgOO - 50,2*10
1S20 - 792,719
The second factor was that the government sales of land had
increased t**
Igtk - ^,g37 #OOG.OO
1S36 * §2^,000,000 ,00
The amount of foreign investments made in the
United Otates was a second reason why there was a financial
breakdown in this country in 1537. statistics show that the
United States had, up to the year 1S20, little or no f»reign
debts; from that date on, however, they prove otherwise as
hby the figures bolow:
Year Debt
1S20 - 112,790,728*
1S30 - ?07O,4i7,
18S3^ • 170.000,000,
10
Practically all of this money was used to develop the
West • with the building of roads, canals, and railroads.
!:n??land, of all the countries in iTurope, was moot anxious
to lead in her capital. American investments were quoted
as "excellent by the Baring Brothers of London to their
thousands of customers.^ As is to be expected, there cane
a time when these foreign investments had to be paid, '(here
was the United states capital, and who were the people who
were going to pay the debts?
In order that we might answer the above questions,
let us consider the situation of the banking system in the
United States at this time* The Second Bank of the United
States was established in lgl6 with a capital of $35,000,000
and with a charter granting operation for twenty years.
The circulation was limited to the amount of capital} notes
were made payable in specie on demand and were receivable
in all payments to the United States, The government
thought by having the notes of the Bank redeemable only
in specie on demand that the State banks would, of necessity
have to resort to specie payments. This plan did not
attain its purpose since the Second Bank of the United
States was badly managed for over a period of three years.
The consequences were as follows} only a part of the specie
reserve was paid in, the notes were over-issued, and the
loans made on insufficient security.^ By electing a new
president and by reorganizing completely, the Rank tib
able to eradicate some of these policies. For almost ten
years, the Bank acted aa a regulator of currency. As was
mentioned previously, the main issue of the election of
1#32 was the reohart^-lng of the Bank and as a result of
the election of Jackson, the Sank was not reohr.rtared.
There mis no longer any central control for regulating
credit paper ourranoy. With the expiration of the Second
Bank of the United r tatos, the State banks were no^r able to
expand. their own circulation - an opportunity which mny
had longed for. The tremendous desire to sneeulnte, the
building of roads, canals, and railroads at national and
state expense, and the investments in the western lands *
all orreated a great demand for capital and credit. Many
banks with little or no collateral were organised with
the idea that perhaps they too could receive some of the
profits that the larger banks were enjoying. The following
set of figures represent the banking situation as It
m
existed prior and up to 1837*
Year Ho. of Banks. Oanlt-al circulation koans
%m 329 110.2 5s*|a 137.0
l«f% 506 200.0 9^.f5
1636 ' 71S 351.9 V*o,3 ^57.5
1^37 290.& 1^.2 525.1
The hectic banking systems throughout the states, the
exaggerated speculation, the tremendous foreign debt - the
grand total led to an inflated state of affairs. Jackson,
realising the dangerous predicaswnt of the aountry, issued
12.
in the soecie circular. This was an order to the
government agents for the sale of public land, that they
should thereafter take in payment for the land only specie.
A decided check was put upon the sale of land and specu-
lations the receipts from federal land sales dropped from
$2^,000,000 in 1S&6 to $6,000,000. in 1S37.9 Two groups -
the Westerners and the English hankers # asked for specie
payment of the Eastern bankers. The latter group demanded
payment of the debts; the former group asked for metallic
money in order to pay their debts,10 Both requests could
not be met at the same time. The Panic of 1S37 had spread
over the whole nation I
The results of the panic were many and forceful*
The people throughout the United States were in a quandary
as to why a financial breakdown should have occurred. Some
blamed the banks; others blamed Jackson and his specie
circular; and more blamed the monopolistlo tendencies of
a few large business concerns, Everywhere business was
brought to a standstill* On May 10,1S37# the banks of
Hew York city suspended specie payment ; within two months
11
250 bankruptcies occurred. ant and starvation faoed the
factory workers effected by the panic but also the "white
collar" class. It was estimated that one-half to two-
thirds of all clerks and salesmen in Philadelphia had been
12
discharged. * All during the winter and summer of 133S
the nation was held in the grip of the panic and it was not
13
until l&hl that a gradual return of business and financial
readjustment cane about. Perhaps one of the outstanding
results of the panic was that this generation never attained
banks that could be relied upon; or an adequate ourrency. 1'
The people of the United States had received their leeson *
they knew the cost of wild speculation, of poor and inadequate
banks, of tremendous foreign debts and expensive internal
laproveiaants of the oountry.
rioa the financial panic had affected practically
everyone in the country, no matter what type of work he was
engaged in, Interest centered about the economic conditions
of that time. Everyone was talking about and reading the
newspapers about the great panio. This was not a tine in
whloh people were interested in education. And yet, with
economic conditions as they were in 1#37* Horaoe Mann
started his educational activities when he assumed the
position of Secretary of the Board of Education. Usnn
realised that even the people in his state gave little
thought to education and consequently he assumed that his
first duty was that of awakening the public to the ex-
isting educational practices. A great deal of time and
effort had to be spent by hlui and his colleagues before
the people of his state forgot their depression and gave
him their full cooperation I
As this was a time of great speculation, everyone,
no matter In what section of the oountry he lived, was very
(ea??er to invest his money in the western lands. There
arose throughout the different states numerous banks to
accommodate the people ahd their investments. What was
true in the United States ma also true in Massachusetts.
The people with money wanted to reap the large profits in
the sales of western lands. These people were not in-
terested in education or any other program. Their whole
attention was concentrated on one thing! how to make more
money* And so it was)when Mann entered the secretaryship
in lS37^_Jrle found the people, for the most part, uninterested
in the educational system which had developed. ( Certainly,
this was not an advantageous period to start educational
reforms; nevertheless, Mann by his repeated lectures,
publications, and reports, was able to arouse in the people
a now spirit for education.) At first, his work was dis-
couraging - the conventions held throughout the counties
were attended by a small group} there was no money to buy
school supplies for the schools,(as the money was invested
in the west
J)
his own salary was email j and as a result
Liarm was not able to accomplioh for a long time those plans
and dreams which had been uppermost in his mind. (la doubt,
the economic conditions were far from ideal for him and
his work.) All Finn's proposals for the betterment of
education were delayed for a number of years. Only by
constant efforts and pleadings to the Legislature and to
the people of s&ssaofcasetts was he able to bring (out) a
revision in the educational system (of that Stat
15
Social Conditions.
East.
In Investigating the soolal condition of ths
United States In 1837 » the writer is of the opinion that
It will be more advantageous to consider separately the
three seotlons of the oountry( isast, South and Middle "'eat)
and to note the soolal problems which had arisen In each
section. The Sast, with the Infiltration of foreign
races, was confronted with the problems of social assim-
ilation and religious adjustments. Between 1820 and 18*K>,
the population of the country increased from £5,654,000 to
17,669,000? that of the Hast Increased from 4,850,000 to
7,350,000 of which 650,000 had come from Europe.1
**
The steady stream which had Immigrated to this country
was ooapoead of English, Welsh, Irish, and German. The
Immigrants were universally disliked; nevertheless, nothing
was dons to exclude or limit the number from entering the
United ntates* The JSngliBh, ^®l*h, and Scotch had com-
paratively little difficulty In becoming a part of the
American life. This was due to the similarity of language.
Both the Irish and the Germans were the races which
presented problems to the Americans. The Irish usually
settled In the larger cities of the East - Hew Tork,
Boston, Philadelphia, and Baltimore. Having arrived In
this country with a meagre knowledge of farming and with
hardly any money, the men locked for work other than
16.
fanning, ninoe this was a tisse of construction - roads,
oanala, and railroads - there was a demand for laborers who
could use the pick and shovel. The Irishmen filled this
capacity very adequately. Later on, many secured work in
15factories and newspaper offices. The Irish girls who
came over to the United States found that two types of work
were available for theat work in the factories and work in
the wealthy families as maids. The young men and women of
the Irish race often lived in a certain section of a oity
in which they had attained employment; however , It was
not long before they became interested and active in the
social, educational and political affairs of the country.
In Hew York city they became very influential politicians
through the medium of Tararany Hail, an organization which
had been created by them. In connection with education
they stood for a division of school funds among the schools
of the various religious denominations, and, failing- that f
the exclusion of religious teaching and of the use of
the King James version of the Bible from the public schools?
It was their religion which caused a great deal of trouble
and hatred to the Americans. The Irish were members of
the Roman Catholic Church - an institution which was dis-
liked intensely by the Protestants, who believed that onoe
the Oatholio Ohuroh had gained a foothold In this countvy
that the Pope would be the ruler here. Hence, riots,
burning of convents and deep hatred for the Catholics
17.
were the preveiling factors whioh had to be eliminated
before the Irian were able to enjoy their religious
beliefs. From our study, we have found that the Irish,
who came to this country, were fortunate in securing;
employment; they were interested in politics and education;
and they were adherents to the Gatholio Jhuroh. Hot many
years passed before the Irish became an integral part
of the American life*
The Germans presented to the American social
life of i£>37 vary different problems than did tha Irish.
There were two groups of Germans who irsnigrated to our
shores; one settled in the eastern cities and the other
in the far® lands of tha Wast. For the most part the
German immigrants came to the United states with enough
money so that they were able to establish watchmaking,
jewelry, and music shops in the East, and to buy large
farms in tha West. Those who had but little money found
employment in tha factories where they became skilled
mechanics. Another striking difference between tha
Iriah and the Germans was that many of the latter group
ware well educated. A number of Germans who received
their education in the Universities of their native land
were out of harmony with the rising industrialism of
modem Germany.1? As a consequence, those of a con-
servative nature, socially^ politically, religiously,
and industrially, sought refuse in the United awates.
IS.
Upon arriving in this country, they Immediately went to
those cities in which their friends and relations were
located. Again, not like the Irish, they did not attempt
to make contacts with the Americans, but stayed within
their own group. They kept their own social and religious
standards and were undesirous of having the Americans
intrude therein. In the cities, they published their
own newspapers and met at their beer gardens. Another
characteristic of the Germans was their attitude toward
education. They were opposed to the public school system
and organized their own, in which in lf^O they obtained
permission to teach German.12 Among their interests
that they had were those of music, literature, art, and
drama. As time went on the Germans emerged from their
centered groups and took an active part in the political,
economic, and social life in our country. We, at the
present time, should appreciate the endeavors of the Germans
to maintain their love for the cultural aspects of life.
The South.
In lf>37» many of the old aristocracy of Virginia
and the Carolinas had moved west to the fertile lands of
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas. There was
established and maintained in these new southern states
a social and economic order similar to that of the early
southern states as Virginia and those on the eastern
19
coast of the country. The dealre to settle the south was
prompted by both agricultural and polltloal motives.
The western lands oould be cultivated and cotton, sugar,
tobacco and rice grown. By bringing their slaves Into
the new lanAs to work on the plantations, the Southerners
knew that mors slave states oould be added to the Union,
making them stronger In Congress, Men bought many acres,
and then sieved their families and slaves on to the land,
Sach plantation had from sixty to one hundred slaves,as
that number was regarded as the best labor unit for
profitable agriculture.^ The center of the social life
was the rambling and large plantation house in which the
mistress of the house reigned supreras, the mistress of
each plantation showed the usual charm and hospitality
to all her guests. The people of the new southern states
had a great deal of time for leisure and social life #
social teas, horseback riding, dancing, and the like were
in the dally program of their lives. Renerally, the
slaves were well taken care of and they too found
time for their singing and dancing when their days work
was finished. It is interesting to note their attitude
towards education, formerly, the boys r-ere sent abroad
for their education, but now they went either to the
fJilliam and llary College in the South, or Harvard and
Yale in the North. At this time, fewer boys than before
or since went abroad for their education. The girls
20
received their education front their colored mammies and
wlien they were older they attended boarding and finishing
schools.
The results of the migration to the new
southern states are of value in our study of the social
conditions at this period* Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi
21increased in population as follows:
1S1Q - U6,90S
1SP0 - 355.756
1SJ0 - 660,677
Itm - 1, 318,318
By 1821, Tennessee, Louisiana, Alabama and Mississippi were
raising one-third of the cotton grown in the United states,
by 1331 nearly one-half, and by 1834 over two-thirds.32
The production of rice, tobacco, and sugar was also
increasing. The plantation owners were increasing the
number of slaves year by year; two hundred and fifty
thousand are reported to have been brought into this
region during the single ye~r of 1S36*- Thus we find an
ever expanding area, covered with large plantations and
a lars*» numbar of slaves* The social activities were the
same as those in the early southern states. Education
for the boys was in the colleges of the North and South,
and for the girls in boarding schools and finishing schools.
Middle West.
In 1S37 the Middle West represented such a mixture
of nationalities and classes of people that the social
problems were manifold. As we have noticed previously in
21.
our study, the population of the Wont consisted of Germans,
Irish, French, Dutch and Scotch. At first, these groups
were satisfied to XIve in small separate communities,
making but few contacts with the outside world. With the
improvement of roads and the construction of railroads,
these communities developed into cities of Importance as
St. Louis, Cincinnati, and Louisville. The people as a
whole could be characterised as strong, energetic, hard-
working individuals whose main interest in life was to earn
a living either on the fanaa or in the shops of the oitles.
Since this was a period of enterprise and expansion,
throughout the west, there appeared two groups of men,
both of whom were very objeotionable: the criminals and
the shifters. Although the people were of different
nationalities, they became a single moving force as is
shown by their Influence In politics. All were enthusiastic
to know and participate In the affaire of the national
government. Their attitude towards education was very
different from that of the South and East. Sven in 1237
an education was very difficult to receive out in the West.
We have only to recall the obstacles which Abraham Lincoln
had to encounter before he was able to get a fair education!
This neglect, of not establishing schools, may be accounted
for by the fact that the people supposed that in all the
area where ownership of the land passed through the hands
of the United States Oovernment that education had been
22
provided for by land endowment. Henoe, before l&^O there
were but few schools out in the West. For their social
life the people attended weddings where there were games,
dances, and songs. Another recreation which was largely
attended wae that of horse-racing, especially in Kentucky.
It was not until after 18k0 that the Westerners fully
realized that they were politically, sootally,and in-
dustrially a part of the American life.
From the discussion of the social conditions that
were existing in the United states, it Is obvious that the
country was faced with many problems. In the Horth, there
were the problems of assimilation and religious Intolerance
e
in the South were the problems of slavery! and in the West
were the problems of group integration and religious
intolerance. It was a time when these conditions were
exaggerated and very significant to all those Itving
In the United States. Kvery inhabitant recognized these
social conditions and were affected by them, whether he
lived in Massachusetts, Virginia, or Illinois. Horace 'arm,
the educational leader of Massachusetts, was influenced
by these social factors and especially by the problems
of foreign assimilation and religious intolerance. An
Incident concerning the religious animosity and narrowness
of the times, will show clearly how Mann end hie work was
influenced by them. Mann was a staunch member of the
Unitarian church. After the Normal Schools had been onened
23
In 1639, a rumor was aprend throughout iJassaohuoetts that
only girls who were members of the Unitarian faith would
be eligible to attend those schools. Hence, a great
many residenta of the state feared that possibly all of
the teachers who would guide their children wmld be of
the Unitarian faith. To these people, this idea was
horrifying. Those people, therefore, who were Members
of other faiths such as the Congregational, Methodist, and
Catholic, did not favor the idea of schools for the
preparation of teachers. The result was that for a
number of years the attendance at the normal Schools
remained very low.
s?hat was the effect of all this on Horace Mann?
With such concentrated opposition against the Norm! Schools
he became discouraged, nevertheless, he still fought for his
causa. It wad not until 13*1-2 that these schools became
thoroughly recognised as an advancement in education. In
that year, the legislature passed a bill granting $6,000
per year for the three Normal Schools. The Joy which
Mann reoelved from the passage of this bill can be seen
from what he wrote in his diary.^ "The Joy I feel on
account of the success of cur plans for the school has
net begun tc be exhaunted. It keeps welling up into my
slnd, fresh and exhilarating as it was the first hour of
Its occurrence. I h-ive no doubt it will have an effect
on my he-lth as well as my spirits. The wearisome,
2*.
depressing labor of watchfulness which I have undergone fe
years has been a vaapire to suck the blood out of Bjr
heart
and marrow out of my bones."
Because of the social conditions which were not
favorable for his work, Horace Mann beoaras discouraged,
tired, and weary. But always he kept fighting
those
obstacles and in the end,he conquered all.
"'conoEiio Conditions in Massachusetts in 1#37»
Industries.
-IP
'< Jtassaehusetts, the state in which Horace laann
started his educational activities in 1S37» reflected to a
eonside able degree the effects of the social and eoonomlo
conditions of the United states* As the general survey
of the United states has shown there were two problems
confront in?r the country at that time. Seonoa&cally, the
whole country was in the grip of a financial panic which
lasted for four years, and socially, the country was faced
with the problem of aaainllating those foreign groups
which came here^. To show how Horace Mann's educational
endeavors were influenced by the social and economic con-
ditions in ?5aaeaoh«aetta is the purpose of this study.
since the first settlers cams to Massachusetts
in 1620, the inhabitants siade their living by agriculture.
The beginning of the nineteenth century brought a change
into the lives of the people. In 1790 Samuel slater
established in Pawtucket, Rhode Island, the first cotton
mill in the United states* In the year 1«12, slater
erected another cotton mill which was located in webster,
BSSsacbusetto. ¥ith the establishing of mills and with
the harnessing of the swift rivers for water power, there
arose in Massachusetts a number of factories. The result
was that in 1837, Massachusetts was recognised as a oenter
for laaimfaetwrtwg. Several types of industries were
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carried on throughout the state. The tortile industry
was cantered in Lowell, Fall Hiver, Kew Bedford, and
Helyoke* the boot and shoe industry was In Lynn, Brockton
and Bosion; the paper industry was in Holyoke and Springfield;
and the jwatch industry was in Walthasw An example of a
typical mnufaeturin£ town in 1S37 Springfield. The
following re*>ort shows the number of factories and the
.
?7
amount of production!
Ootton Kills 7| cotton spindles 35,000; cotton
consumed, 3, 495,000 lbs; cotton goods ^^~^*d »
11,062,000 yards; value of same Jf^8.,^ ^
employed 330; famies, 1300; capital invested 1,»K}0,000.
entity of sperm oil used in a Woolen Kill 2900 gallons.
Sheep of all kinis* 1300$ woo produced **500 lbst
average weight of fleece, fl lb*.; value of wool
Bcoto manufactured. 2,300 pairs; shoes, J3»7gJ P
alr»*
/boots and shoes 5l6 fOOO| wales employed,value of
females 11.
Tanneries, 3; hides tamed, 1,360; value of lather
tanned InTcSried, fel0,200; hands employed, 7? °*P«aX
invested, SgjOOO.
Hat manufactories, 2} hats witfM^^^°%[
value of hats, $4,800; wales employed 5l fe^l**,
Paper mills, kt «^ck manufac^red, Joo tons;
value
of paper |200t000; males employed, 75l females, 150; oapxwu.
invested 3120,000.
Air and Cupola Furnaces, 3l lyon1 f^ittfS t a^l4l°
tons; value of same, 5*3.*>0| employ** »30| capital
invested t35#OCQ*
Manufactory of cutlery, 1; value of cutlery.
**0.000,
hands employed 60; capital invested *20 t
000.
u*-m»f9fttoTies cf Chairs and Cabinet isre,6;
value
of chairHnr^i'net^ 316.000; hands employed, 20.
Plough Manufactories, 2; ploughs manufactured., 200|
value of eaffle $1,300 J hands employed, 2.
Tin tmr© manufactories, h; value, of tin ware $15,000;
hands employed, lh.
An example of a smaller manufacturing town at this
time was that of Franklin, the birthplace of Horace ifean.
The following shews the industries carried on in Franklin
in 1837*
Cotton Mills, 5i cotton spindles 1968; cotton
consumed* 60,722 lbs; cotton goods manufactured, 323,000
yards; value of same §31, 1*10; males employed, 1?; females
31; capital invested p0»000.
Ooseaon Sheep, 127l wool produced, 3 T1 lbs; averse
wei(?ht of fleece, $ lb8J value of wool, §190.50; oanlt~l
invested, 0267-
Boote manufactured, 3,581 pairs; shoes 5»209 pairs;
value of boots and shoes I?llt733*65l iselee employed 8.
Straw bonnets manufactured, 93 »173; wal^e of sane
$160,186.
Hoots manufactured, 285; value of boots ^5»^5»
From the two e*aj^>les of Springfield and Franklin, it can
tea seen that the number of the manufacturing eetablishments
was large and diversified. Another factor gained fro* the
study of the two towns is that concerning the deployment
of woiuen in the various factories. In Springfield, there
were 1,300 females employed In comparison to the 330 males
employed In the cotton mills.
With the establishment of factories throughout
the state, there followed many outstanding results. First
there was an increase in population. Statistics prove
that between the years 1820-18*10 there was en increase in
population, while the years 1790-1820 showed a deorease.
The reason for the decrease was due mostly to the fact
that the farmers became discouraged with their small farms
and moved out to the west. The reason for the Increase was
due to the large nuraber of Industries. £y oo^aring the
census of 1&20 with that of 1£#0 we find that the increase
of those engaged in agriculture was ?^»377 or 4. 65 P®3* oent
of the population* The increase of those engaged in manu-
factures was 51,712, or 9»&«S per oent of the population.
The increase of the agricultural class in the twenty years
was 33,4l per oent, while that of the manufaoturing class
was 15^*50 per cent, 0* over four ti^s as great.
fJeoooi, with the incraase of population, there was
a decided increase In the counties and towns where factories
were located. The county which increased the most was
Middlesex and the towns were Fall Hivar, Ohelsea, Uew Bedford,
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Tprlngfield, Cambridge and Worcester.
Third, the people who were engaged in manufacturing
were those of a mixad g*oup* In many oases, farmers left
their farms and moved to the towns to engage in manufacturing.
Then too, the Irish and Germans who oame to the United states
found Massachusetts with all its factories a desirable place
to make their new hones. Because of the Inadequate census
taken at this time there are no figures which represent the
number of those emigrants who worked in the factories. Yet,
of the 117,352 persons who wore working In factories in
29.
tsasaaehusetfcs In 1^37 • la probable to assume that a
nigh pereenta&e were those of foreign birth.
Wow that. the industrial conditions In l!aaoachuaatts
have been dlaouesod the question arises aa to how these
oondlttona influenced Horace^ and hie work*. As hae
been noted previously, there was aa inoreaae la the
population of many of the towns In Maoaaehuaetta. In 1037
>
there were 305 town* In the state* mam Horace lawi entered
the sacret&ryshlp, he found, by Investigation, that the
number of sohoolhousee proved a problem to him. In !3ann»s
report to the Board of s&uoation in 1S37 he stated! "I
nentlon the numbnr of sohoolfcouses because in populous
places there is a testation to build too few, and to
compact too MHIf scholars into one house $ while towns
sparsely populated are beset with the opposite testation
of staking too minute a sub-division of their territory
into districts} and thus, in attempting to accommodate
all with a sohoolhouoe near by, the accommodation itself
la substantially destroyed."
At this time, it was a common praotlat to
have children work in the factories along with their parents,
the children did not mind the long hours and the monotonous
work sinoe all looked forward to their weekly wages. Generally,
where girls were alloyed the conditions were olean and moral.
It has been reported that the city of Lowell guarded
their
girls so carefully and excluded young children so
rigidly
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that It became the modal sdll city of the world,** with so
many children working in factories, what was the result In
regard to school attendance? Horace Mann realized the
situation and In his educational report he cited the
following figurest^2
The whole number of children who are between
h and 16 years of age 177»053
The whole number of soholars of all
ar?ea attending school in winter 1&1,o37
The whoe number of scholars of all
ages attending school in sumer 122,869
Horace Mann later on stated in his report that were It
certain that the number, 177 >053, was not an over-estimate
Of the children between four and sixteen years of age,
and did the return embrace all the children of all ages
attending schools, it would appear that forty-two thousand
one hundred and sixty-four children, wholly dependent upon
the common schools, have not the past year attended school
at all in the summer, and twenty-three thousand two hundred
and sixteen, neither in summer nor winter* From iktiB^s
statements and figures it can be seen that employment of
Children In the factories had a devastating effect on
school attendance. First, a restriction had to be placed
on the employment of cldldrcsn for factory labor} and
second, the inhabitants of the state of Massachusetts had
to be educated to the facts of free public education for
their children. Again, Horace Kann came to the forefront
and by his reports and Investigations proved to the people
of Massachusetts that all children should attend the
public schools.
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Massachusetts In U537t The Financial situation*
^ The financial panic of 1637, which held the United
States In its grip for four years, had marked effects on the
State of Massachusetts. Unfortunately for Horace Mann, he
entered his educational work the same year as the panlo
started, To study the causes and results of the panic
and to /show how Horace Mann was influenced by these con-
ditions will prove most Interesting,
The causes for the panic were attributed to the ex-
tinction of the United states Bank, specie circular, (re-
quiring payment for public land sales in specie), and the
wild speculation. Because the people were, before the
crash* most anxious to invest their money in stooks and
western lands, a number of banks had been established
in Massachusetts in order to negotiate this business. In
1837, there were over seventy-two banks in the state,
with
thirty-five of them located in or near Boston, the
period from 1030-1837 wa» marked by extraordinary increase
of banking capital. Between 1836-1837 the banking
capital
of Massachusetts banks increased to $38,260,000; between
1837~X8I& this was reduced to 130,020,000. With the
suspension of the Mew York Banks on May 10,1837, there
followed suspension of banks throughout the United
State*.
Two days later, May 12th, the Boston banks
suspended. At
this same time, the Boston banks formed
themselves into an
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association called the Associated Banks, the purpose of
whloh was to safeguard the public during the suspension.
Despite the faot that the Association tried to keep the
banks toother, many of them failed* In the sumeter of
1#57 the ^mnklin and Lafayette Banks, located at South
Boston, failed. In January 18J3t§,two very well-known
banks failed* the Commonwealth Bank of Boston and the
Middlesex Bank of East Osaribrld^e.
With the closing of eo many banks the people
of the state became very distrustful of them, Rumors
of various kinds were spread throughout the various
communities, causing a great deal of anxiety to the
people in regard to the financial status of the banks.
For four long year* the panic was felt in the state, the
results were evident* people l^st confidence in the
banks, factories were shut down} unemployment increased;
wages were low-redJ end money was not circulated freely.^
> Under such conditions (as the above)Roraoe t&nn
began his educational work. There is no doubt that
these
conditions had their effects upon him as well as his work,
I„ the first place, with the financial statue ef
the state
in such a terrible condition,^he state legislature
authorised the payment of &,000 a year (as the pay^cr
the
Beeretary of the Board of Education. This did
not include
Mann's traveling expenses. Hot only was
Maim.', pay meagre
in comparison to the work he did, but
the t*aohere at this
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titae were elso poorly paid. The average pay for male
teachers In Mas aohusetts in 1837 was 15.^4 a month,
exclusive of board; and the average wage for female
teachers,, exclusive of board was $5-3^ P«* month. In
this same year, mostly due to the panic, there was raised
by state taxes only 07^»313 for the support of the public
schools.
The state was not willing to spend money for
education (for a long tins everywhere economy was practiced.
It was under such conditions as these that Horace Mann had
to worki Before there could be any changes mads in the
school systems, there had to be financial support^ and how
often this wan lacking I Mann's plans for a normalVk»hcol
were delayed until 1639? his plan for school district
libraries was not put into sffsct until 1SK?, Uann t along
with the other inhabitants of the state fslt the result \^
of the panic of 1S37.
It is a generally accepted Idea that reforms in
education can be accomplished only when the country is
financially secure; when the people are Interested in
education; and when there is leisure in which the people
have an opportunity to express their ideas relative to the
conditions at the time. If this is so, then the time in which
Horace Mann started his work was far from advantageous. The
financial system was in a terrible state, and as a result,
there was very little money to be spent on education. The
people were not interested. In education, but rather in
the economic depression* Aej&in, there was Xlttle opportunity
for leisure for the public as a whole to enjoy* Only the
very wealthy had leisure, and in sosae instances this time
was given over to business and financial details. Thus,
there were ?aany factors which were most unfavorable to
Mann and his work* It was only by gaining financial
support and working interest from the people that Horace
Mann was able to stride forward with his new educational
program t
Methods of Transportation.
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The turnpike, the steamboat , the canal, and the
railroad, all nark the successive improvement a made In
transportation. The first turnpike was built In 1790,
and shortly after that time the Hew Sngland states were
well supplied with them. The turnpikes were of great
value in comparison to the early dirt roads, in that the
turnpikes were built as a continuous line for through
traffic. Despite the fact that the tolls were extremely
high, the turnpike served for a long time as the one best
moans of transportation.
The next state in the development of transportation
was that of the river trade. With the invention of steam-
boats in 1S09» the rivers became important highways for
commerce. In Massachusetts, steamboats were used on the
larger rivers, such as the Connecticut. Manufactured goods
and other articles were brought over the turnpikes to the
towns situated on the banks of the rivers. Here the floods
were placed on the steamboats which carried the articles
to the larger commercial cities at the mouth of the river.
Again the goods were placed on large ocean-going vessels
and brought to foreign lands.
The famous Srle Janal was opened in 1*525, and this
served as an impetus for further canal building. It was not
long before Massachusetts appointed a commission to inquire 1
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into the possibilities of cutting a ©anal from Boston to
the Hudson River in order to divert sons of the Increasing
•western trade.
The canal had no sooner become an important means
of transportation, than another invention raade its appearance,
that of the railroads. The first railroad in this country
was the Granite Quarry Railway at Quincy, Massachusetts,
built in 1827. With the introduction of the railroad, the
state and private owners became energetic to build many
more. In iiassaohusetts the state had incurred debts in 183&
of ^,290,000 for the construction of railroads.?' Railroads
which were in use in 1S37 the following Boston and
Lowell, Boston and Providence, Boston and Worcester, the
Taunton Branch, and the Western Railroad. It was not until
after 18kQ that the railroads could claim any great influence
in the lives of the people in iiassachusetts.
As has been stated, in 1337 there were four means
of transportation used in Massachusetts! canals, turnpikes,
steamboats and railroads. How did these ways of traveling
have any effect on iSoraoa Mann? With such improvement in
travel, Mann was abl- to visit many of the schools throughout
the state. Between the twenty-eighth of August and the
fifteenth of Hovember in 1337, be was able to attend the
educational conventions which were held in all the counties
except Suffolk.
^
8 Because of the prevailing conditions,
Mannw able to visit and inspect a number of the school*
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In liassaohusetts. In the report of 1#37, Mann stated: 59
have personally examined or obtained
exact and epeolflo information regarding: the relative
aise, oonetruotion and condition of about eight
hundred buildings and general Information concerning
at least a thousand more. ......
«
As a direct result of the iH^rovementa wade in transportation
and communication, there developed a stronger tie between
the educational leaders and the various schools with which
they worked. Then, too, mere direct contact and personal
visitations paved the way for a more thorough examination
of the school system.
3*5.
Social Conditions in Massachusetts In 1^37.
The People.
The existing social conditions in Massachusetts
in 1#37 presented a number of problems. The population which
bad reached the mark of 701,3Jl, was composed of two distinct
classes, the wealthy and the laboring classes. The former
group was ooiaposed of those sen who owned the factories,
ship* and other business enterprises; the latter group
was composed of those who either worked in the factories or
on the small farms* In regard to education, the wealthy
class were In sympathy with the idea of free publio education;
nevertheless, the majority of them sent their children to the
private academies to be educated* The laboring clans did
either of two things relative to education; some sent their
children to the publio schools, while others kept their
children from attending schools because they desired to
have the children work on the farms or In the factories.
In the report of education in 1337 Horace Tiann discussed
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these two classes of people:
« On the one side there is a portion of the community
who do not attach sufficient value to the system to do
the things necessary to its healthful and energetic
working. They aay say excellent things about it, they
may nave a conviction of Its general utility} but they
do not understand that the wisest conversation not
embodied In action, that convlotlon too gentle and
quiet to coerce performance, are a little hotter than
worthless. The prosperity of the system always requires
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sorae labor *It Is generally believed that
there is an Increasing class of people amongst us
who are losing sight of the necessity of securing
ample opportunities for the education of their
children.
Opposite to this class, who tolerate, from
apathy, a depression in the common schools, there is
another class who affix so high a value uoon the
culture of their children, and understand so well the
necessity of a skillful preparation of means for its
bestowraent, that they turn away from the oormaon
schools and seek,elsewhere, the helps of a more en-
larged and thorough education. Out of different
feelings grow different plans; and while one remains
fully content with the common school, the other
builds up the private school or academy. H
Horace tfann fully realised the dangers which
would arise If the private schools and academies would
be increased as to attendance and endowments. Mann knew
that with Interest oentered upon the academies, then the
free public education of his time would have a short life.
For this reason, he tried to reason out the situation in
his report of 1537* The wealthy class of Massachusetts sent
their children to the private schools and academies because
they believed that the teachers were better in the
aoademies than in the public schools and that more diversi-
fied subjeota were taught in the academies. In 1#37» one-
sixth of the students in 'fassachusetts were attending the
prlvnte schools and academies. This situation was regretted
fcl
by iann and in his report he made this fact very clear:
I vfhen it is considered that more than
five-sixths of the children In the state are dependent
upon the common schools for instruction, and would
have no substitute if they became valueless; while
leas than one-sixth are educated in the privnte
la
schools and academies and theoa would be educated
even if the common schoole were abolished. To hold
one-sixth of the children to be equal to five-sixths
I would deem to be as great an error in morals as it
would be In arithmetic."
"The number of eeholare. attending private
schools and academies is 27»2o6 t and the segregate
paid for their tuition l3S8.026.75* while the sum
raised by taxation for all the children in the
state is only §kb5 922&*w»* \,
people who composed the population of the state,presented
difficulties along educational lines. The wealthy class
did not aid the cause of free public education as the
majority of this class sent their children to the aoaderaies
and private schoola. The laboring class, on the other
hand, while showing some interest in education, did not
fulfill Its duty(si\ieany of their children did not attend
evident
school.
\
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Social Condition,
laoigration and Religion.
^ Another sooi&l problem which had influence upon
education in Massachusetts was that of immigration.^
As hae been previously stated, there was no adequate
census taken during the year 1S37 which showed the
number of immigrants ia the state and the number
employed in the different factories. Despite the fact
that the number of immigrants in Massachuset t a was not
recorded, it is evident from the increase in population
between the years l&2O-lg40 that many foreigners had
entered the state* As the factories grew in number,
the demand for laborers was enlarged. The Irish, (|erman
and French-Canadian found many opportunities for em~
ployment in the factories. The majority of these
immigrants came accompanied by their families and
settled in the prosperous towns. The Increase of the
immigrant 1 brought about two factors which concerned
religion and education.
In regard to religion, Massachusetts had
sheltered many denominations. For a long period of tine,
the Congregational! st s and Unitarians were the two
religious groups which held sway in the state. Later
on many of the inhabitants became believers and followers
in the Methodist, Baptist and Episcopal Churches. Religion
was an important factor in the lives of the people. Sinoe
the Irish and half of the Oerraans who settled in Massa-
chusetts were members of the Roman Catholic faith, they
were desirous to establish their ohurohes so that they
Might worship as they had in their native countries
.
Sven in 1837 there ma still a trace of animosity against
the Catholic Church, Only three years "before an Ursuline
Oonvent was burned in Chariestonw^ Riots ware held
from time to time. Gradually there came a time when a
feeling of tolerance and friendly cooperation was
imbibed in the two faotions # Catholics and Protestants,
^ Since esany of the immigrants had little or no
education, their influence was felt in Massachusetts in
regard to public education. In the first place, it was
necessary tc make clear (to these people) that the schools
were opened) to every ohlld and that no one was to be
excluded, Horace M&nn stated this idea when he said:
*?he object of the comsaon school system of Massachusetts
is to give every child in the Commonwealth a free, straight,
solid path-way, by which he could walk directly up from
the ignorance of an infant to a knowledge of the primary
duties of a nsn«<l ( In an address delivered by Daniel
Webster in 1&37* «u»* if education for all is
reiterated.^ V H<T
•Education, to aocoranlish the ends of good
government, should be universally diffused, Open
the doors of the sohoolhouoes to all the children
in the land* Let no man have the excuse of
poverty for not educating his offspring. Place
the means of education within Me re- oh, *md If
be reaain in ignorance, be it Ms own reproach...
On the diffusion of education among the people rests
the preservation and perpetuation of our free
institutions**
Still another problem which Mr.nn hr.d to oo]>e
with,ani hich was brought about by the flux of immigrants
Into the at.nto,was that of religious eduoatlon. The
question as to whether or not there should be religious
instruction In the public schools led to meny controversies.
3owe said there should be none; others said there should
be* Thus, for a number of years the arguments for and
against the idea were declaimed by the educational leadere*
In general the Irish stood for a division of school funds
nraong the schools of the various denominations and,
failing that, the exclusion of religious teaoMng and
of the use of the King James version of the Bible from
the public schools. In liassachusetts tMs question was
supposed to have been cleared due to legislation in lfisfif
however, Mann in his report of 1&31 said the following! f
"In regard to moral Instruction, the condition
of our public sohools presents a singular* and, to
some extent at least, an alarming phenomenon*
To prevent the school from being converted into
an engine of religious proselytism; to debar suc-
cessive toachere in the same school from successive-
ly inculcating hostile religious creeds, until the
children In their siiflple-mindedness should be
alienated, not only from creeds but from religion
itself} the statute of 1826 specially provided,
that no school books should ba used in any of the
public sohools "calculated to favor any
particular religious sect or tenet. ••••••
Consequent of the enactment, ho*e™^>
that among the vast libraries of books, expository
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of the doctrines of revealed religion none have
been found, free frea that advocacy of particular
"tenets* or "sects", which includes then within
the scope of the lc$?al prohibition.*
From the statements raade by Mann, it can be seen
that the question of religious instruction was still a
weighty problem even though the state legislature had
passed a bill in which said that there should be none.
Improved text books and better trained teachers were the
means by which ilann hoped to eliminate the existing
predicament
,
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Social Condition*.
Education.
IfU Massachusetts, the state In which Horace Maim
started hie educational work^W been recognised through-
out the United States as one of the leading edast tional
centers. As early as l&f this ^fate had paaeed a law
directing that all children be taught to read and write - - ^
and understand the principles of religion and the capital
laws of the oountry^and that they be trained In learning
and labor and other employments profitable to the
OoKHaonwealth.
« Five years later (16*7) another law
was passed and t w requisitions of the law are:
,
"Towns containing 50 families or house-holders are required to maintain a School or
^chools for terms of time, which shall togetherbe equivalent to six months in eaoh ye-r,in which ohlldren shall be instruoted in
H?di??' ™**i*Wt English grammar,geography, arithmetic, and good behavior,by teachers of competent ability and good morals.
In towns of 100 families or householders, the?™
^f
1*1
*£ 8?
h0?lfl afe ,to be **Pt for terms which,together, shall be equivalent to twelve months.
In towns of 150 families or householders, the
saue fcin,'s of schools and not lees than tvo, "-e tobe kept for terms not less than nine months eaoh.
or three or more schools, for tsrms equivalent to
eighteen months.
«
It Is interesting to note that the law of l6kj served as
a modal for legislation In other states. Again in 1827
a law was passed in the legislature which provided for
the establishment of Hln-h lohaols in Massachusetts. This
/
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law was likewise used In other state legislatures. The
law of 1S27 stated the fo lowing i
/ *Txi towns of 500 families, similar Schools «
not less than two - are to he kept for 12 months each,/or three or more Schools for terms, together equiva—
/ lent to twenty-four months; and In addition to the
above, they are required to maintain a School for
the benefit of all the inhabitants of the town 10
months at least, exclusive of vacations, in each
year, la which the history of the United States,
book-keeping, surveying, geometry and alpebra shall
be taught by a master of competent ability and
good morals. And if the town contain four thousand
inhabitants, the teacher shall In addition to all
the branches above enumerated be competent to
instruct in the Latin and Greek languages, general
hlstoryi rhetoric and logic.
*
Thus, with the first law of 16*12, Massachusetts had shown
her interest in public education. At first, small grammar
schools were erected In the districts of the town and
then, with the increase of population it was necessary
to establish a school for higher education. In 1821,
Boston built a school which was first called the English
Classical School but in 1S2&, the name was changed to the
English High School. The state Legislature passed a bill
in 1827 which\rovided that all towns of 500 families or
more should establish a high school. 1?When, therefore,
Horace Mann entered into his educational work, there
were already in existence grammar schools and high schools
for the education of all. Upon investigation, Maim
realised that there were a number of deficiencies in the
school system at that time. In his first eeport to the
Bcrd of TSduoation, he showed that the following were
*7
the conditions of the school systems
1* A number of the school houses were In a very bad
condition. { ee his report on Sohoolhouaee»)
2. Oat of the total number of students between the
ages of four and sixteen (177*052) there were
2*5*216 who did not attend sohool neither In
the summer or the winter,
3# The State employed tooth than three thousand
teachers at an expense of more than h&5 ,000*
k* The School committee men were not fulfilling their
work adequately.
a. They did not visit the schools.
b. They were not abiding by the law of 1*526* which
requires school committee ment to give
personal examination to the teachers.
o* In some instances, teachers were net obtaining
a certificate of their qualifications before
before they opened the schools.
b. They were not selecting those books which
contained accurate material to be used as
texts for the children
5. There was a el: as of people In the state who were
not giving any cooperation to the idea of public
education*
a. They sent their children to private academies.
b. They declined to serve as committee men.
o. The average expense for tuition of all those
attenting the academies was more than fourfold
the average expense of thoee .attending the
public schools.
m
6* The toaoherB were men who ware for the roost
part, incompetent, due to lack of training.
7- The teaohera were underpaid.
Average wage- males
- $l$M a month( exclusive
. of board)
feiaalea 9 a « »
&• A decided lack of supplies and apparatus in the
Schools.
if
Suunijary and Conclusion.
Frem the study of the social and economic conditions
existing in Massachusetts in 1337, the writer has drawn
many conclusions relative to the influence which these
conditions had upon Horace Maun and his work. Because
of the panl« of 163?$ Mann felt the strain of the
financial situation In the following ways:
1# For all his services to the state Mann received
only $1*000* a year,
2, The State of Massachusetts was only able to
oolleot the sum of I7^#3X3 In taxes for the support
of the schools.
3* The teachers' pay was extremely Insufficient in
1$37# **** average male received #15* *M* a month} ^
the average female teaoher received §5.3$ per month.
4. Because of the panic, the people in the state
were more interested in the economic conditions
than they were in the educational conditions. One
of Mann*a first duties was to instill into the
people an Interest for education.
5. Due to the rise of factories, a number of children
were employed in them. As a result there were 23,216
children who did not attend school during the sumer
nor the winter. Through the efforts of Mann, this
condition was rectified In the following years*
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6. With lack of funds, there was but little
apparatus and a decided lack of books in the
sohoolhouses.
7* It was not until 1£&2 that the state
legislature offered every school district In the
3tate $15 for the founding or extension of a
school library, provided the district raised
the like amount*
. In 1637» Kaan realized that the teachers
were inefficient in their work beosuse most
of them had no training. Although he eugn^sted
a plan to foster a school for the preparation
of teachers, in this year, It was not until
1339 that the first State Normal School was
established*
The social conditions In Ifaasaehuset b in 1037
likewise shoved their influence upon Mann and his work.
1» In Massachusetts there had arisen two classes
of people - the wealthy and the laboring. The
wealthy class looked down upon the public school
system and sent their children to the private
schools and academies. The laboring class often
kept their children from attending school and
made them work in the factories. Mann realized
these conditions and throughout his secretaryship
he trie"! to make the school system of Kassachttsetts
sou
such a high grade that the wealthy and the
laboring classes would encourage their children
to attend*
2« Another social problem which Harm had to
contend with was that of immigration. With the
increase of manufacturing establishments, many
foreigners came to the state. It was by his stead-
fast endeavors, as his public speeches and pub-
lications, that these new raoes were finally
aroused to the need of public education for all.
3# In l#37t question of religious instruction
in the public schools (treated a great deal of
agitation, some people advocated religious in-
struction and others denounced it. Again Mann
surmounted this social difficulty by rigidly
supporting the law of 1826 which states that no
public school books should be used in any of the
public schools "calculated to favor any religious
sect or tenet. tt
Thus it can be seen that the social and economic
conditions were far frost ideal when Horace Mann started
his secretarial work. Considering all the achievements
that Mann made in education during the twelve years as
Secretary to the Board of Education, there is no <niestion
that he performed miracles. His influence upon eduoation
is marked and definite, not only in Massachusetts but in
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tha United states. In June 1859, •» President of
Aatieeh (Jolle^, Hornet Kann closed his bacoalaureate
addrsea with the quotation! "Be ashamed to die until
you hare won some victory for humanity." How appropriate
for himself ~ a ana* who won not one, but many, victories
for humwiity, */
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